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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety

An Act mitigating the global warming impact of new power

PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN THE COMMONWEALTH.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Chapter 25A of the General Laws, as appearing in the

2 1988 Official Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after section
11A the following new section;

4 Section 118. The secretary shall establish a program to offset
5 carbon dioxide emissions from new power production facilities
6 in the commonwealth. The secretary shall promulgate rules and

regulations necessary to implement this act.
8 The secretary shall determine the net projected lifetime carbon
9 dioxide emissions from all new electricity production facilities
0 with a generating capacity of greater than ten megawatts of

1 electricity. This determination shall account, where applicable for
2 a proposed facility, for all carbon dioxide emitted from the facility
3 and from the production of the fuel to be utilized at the facility,
4 as well as from any stage of such fuel production or development
5 that reduces the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
6 Prior to and as a condition for issuance of a construction
3 permit, the developer of any new power production facility with8 an electricity generating capacity of greater than ten megaw'atls9 shall pay a sum, as determined by the secretary, as sufficient to
d offset the lifetime net carbon dioxide emissions from the proposedfacility through silviculture or reforestation and the reasonable
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22 administrative costs of this act; provided, however, that the
23 secretary may waive part or all of this payment upor
24 demonstration of a lower-cost carbon dioxide-capturing oi
25 carbon dioxide-mitigating technology to be employed by the£26 developer at the facility.
27 There is hereby established a Reforestation Fund, into which!
28 all payments made pursuant to the preceding paragraph shall be
29 made. The secretary of environmental affairs, in conjunction wit!
30 the commissioner of the department of food and agriculture, shal
31 determine the most cost-effective means of offsetting such carbor
32 dioxide emissions through silviculture or reforestation. Sue!
33 means may include, where appropriate, joint silviculture oi

34 reforestation efforts inside or outside of the commonwealth thai
35 utilize available resources from other institutions, including, bm
36 not limited to, the federal government, foreign governments, local.
37 state, national or international organizations, trust funds and
38 industries. The secretary of environmental affairs shall, pursuanl
39 to the second paragraph of this act, be responsible foi
40 administering the fund to implement the most cost-effective
41 reforestation programs and measures to offset carbon dioxide
42 emissions from new power production facilities and to offset the
43 costs of administering this act.


